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Why print a code?  For regulatory, and traceability reasons. Typically companies 
need to print dates of minimum durability (best before dates, expiry dates or 
use by dates), batch or lot numbering for traceability or 2D barcodes to comply 
with some sort of global, EU or local legislation or internal requirements. 
Check with your local government agency or safety board to find out your 
markets’ and international labelling legislation and directives. This will tell 
you a minimum of what you need to print. Contact your local GS1 organisation 
(Global Standards 1) it’s a great place to start.

Why CIJ? Because it is continuously variable, it prints onto non flat surfaces, 
cheap because no label is required and can print directly onto product, and 
its fast. It’s important to note that CIJ printing can be used for both primary 
packaging  (lowest level of packaging) right up to outer case coding (outer 
packs and cases). The printhead can be positioned anywhere 360 degrees 
around your product. So you can print on the side, top and even bottom of 
your packaging or product. 

One of the most important features you need to consider is the print head 
nozzle size. The print head is a vital part of the system and is available in a 
number of ink drop or nozzle sizes depending on the size of print you need 
(40, 50, 60 and 75 micron). Smallest to largest. We recommend a 40-50 
nozzle size for very small codes and 2D barcodes. This is commonly used in 
pharmaceutical packaging



So you need to print some codes on to your product, packaging or both. 
There are a couple of places to start doing some research and finding 
out which CIJ printer is right for your production needs. You can do 
your research online through search engines like Google or Bing, video 
platforms like Youtube have plenty of application videos specifically for 
your industry and from word of mouth, or perhaps you know someone that 
owns one. Word of mouth is a great indicator of printer performance and 
reliability.

This step in your journey is to develop your coding or printing requirements; 
How many characters, lines and images / 2D bar codes you require? 
Most CIJ printers can print from 1 to 5 lines of text with little restriction 
on the message size in length. Other considerations include speed of print 
(Our max is up to 9.8m/sec), IP rating of the printer cabinet / print head 
(IP55-65) and connectivity but we cover these in our blog post section.

The type of ink you need depends on what your material
substrate (packaging) is made from. In fact your
packaging is either porous or non-porous; Paper and card
are types of porous and plastic, film and flexible pouches
are types of non-porous substrate. The dry time is another
consideration as well as opacity, contrast, adhesion, cost,
and odour.



Generally, there are 3 types of CIJ inks; MEK, Acetone & DFC {Direct Food 
Contact) ink. The general purpose ink is MEK and has a wide range of 
suitability for general printing to substrates like most cartons, card or paper 
(porous) substrate and some plastics and metal. Some inks are specially 
developed for glass, steel and difficult plastics like cable and wire, and some 
medical devices. CIJ Inks usually come in black in colour but are available 
in other colours such as yellow (beverages), white (electronics, cable & wire), 
red, blue and green (Eggs).

Specialty inks include UV fluorescent for security and pharmaceutical 
coding. Thermotropic ink (i.e. ink changes colour in the presence of steam 
at elevated temperature and are useful as sterilization indicators) 
for canning industry. (HA/HM free ink for Electronics industry), 
DFC for printing onto substrates that come into direct contact with food. 
Plastics range for difficult substrates, Low VOC for the US market.

In order to automate your production, you have to decide the 
best and most effective way to transport your product past 
our Citronix Print head. This can be by means of a simple belt 
driven conveyor, or as complex as traversing the print head 
past your stationery or moving product (on the fly). Applications 
range from point and shoot to highly integrated systems. Our 
Engineers can discuss your options with you when they visit 
your site.



All CIJ printers require a ‘print-go’ signal. Typically we use a photocell sensor to
instruct the printer when and where to print the code. On a variable speed
production line, where print quality is important and the product can change 
speed as it passes the printhead, a shaft encoder is used. This guarantees the 
quality of the printed code on every product. Other accessories include printer 
stands, warning beacons, positive air pumps / air knives to blow off moisture, 
IP-rated covers (third party made), a wash station and vision systems to detect 
incorrect or missing prints.

Typically there are 2 ways to buy the latest CIJ printing technology: 
Buy upfront with an outright payment and lease finance over a 
set period with a monthly or quarterly payment. With asset 
lease finance you don’t have to tie up cash flow by purchasing 
a printer outright. This option allows you to lease the latest, 
state-of-the-art printers from Citronix. We can arrange easy to 
manage monthly payments over 24 or 36 months terms. 

When it comes to installation please allow 1-2 days for installation of each 
printer. Now that you know which CIJ printer is right for you, you now need 
to decide at which point of the production line the printhead needs to be 
positioned. This is a crucial part of the installation, getting it right will enable 
the flow of your production to run seamlessly and optimizing speed/quality to 
wget most out of printer. With 30 plus years of experience you are in safe 
hands with Citronix. We offer bespoke bracketry to suit your production line. 
Or we may decide to make you a mobile unit to transfer the CIJ Printer 
between production lines as required, thus giving you complete flexibility 
when planning production.
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The cost of ownership is calculated by the amount of ink, 
make-up, replacement parts and servicing the printer will need 
over a 12 month period. This can be calculated before you 
purchase the printer so make sure you ask for this information 
at the outset when engaging with us.

How to keep the printer running at maximum productivity

Maximum productivity can only be achieved if operators are given the correct 
training and housekeeping advice. This is something Citronix offer in 
abundance, not only will you be shown how to operate the Citronix CIJ =Printer, 
but you will be given as much advanced training as your operators 
feel comfortable with. The more self sufficient you can become, the greater 
productivity you will achieve.

Lastly, you should only use genuine ink, make up, cleaning solvent, filters and 
spares. The genuine products have been developed for your particular printer. 
Failure to do so will cause serious reduction in mean time before failures of 
your machine not to mention extra costs in unplanned servicing.

At a very minimum your operators should be in a position to create 
messages, run general diagnostics, clean the print head, change 
consumables and troubleshoot basic problems they may encounter over 
the life time of your printer. Citronix uses a very easy to navigate user 
interface which is familiar as a smartphone phone or tablet operating 
system.



Who to talk to 

In summary, how do you choose a CIJ printer? You should look for 
the following factors: reliability, ease of use, capability, and value 
for money.


